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It was a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence. Sunday saw Aston Martin’s 100th birthday celebrations take over London’s Kensington Palace Gardens, with a display of 100
important cars from the company’s history. But that was just the start…
Less than a month ago, British meteorologists were predicting not only a sodden summer, but a full decade of moody weather for the British Isles. A few weeks into a
heatwave and Aston enthusiasts couldn’t believe their luck as Sunday’s centenary event was blessed with balminess, all the better to highlight the staggering array of
machinery.

The best of 100 years

Together with the Aston Martin Heritage Trust (AMHT) and Aston Martin Owners Club (AMOC), the company gathered 100 of the best models from its century-long lineage.
In most cases, this means ‘the best available at the time…’, but Aston’s loyal aficionados turned up with the full works for each generation.
The pre-War era boasted the likes of Razor Blade, the Headlam coupé and several Ulsters, while important versions of all post-War models were present. Highlights included
the high-riding DB2 prototype, the DB2/4 Competition Spider by Bertone and the Bahama Yellow DBS from The Persuaders. The Bulldog, Ogle and CC100 concept studies
also drew particular interest with their unfamiliar lines.

Centenary selection - The Chef recommends
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As CEO, Dr Bez has had a considerable influence on Aston’s fortunes in the last decade. For the anniversary, he chose his favourites for a ‘centennial selection’. The three
'Bertone Jet' Astons contrasted with each other well, while Bez’s own green DB2/4 looked particularly pretty. World debuts were also seen in the form of Zagato’s pair of
Centennial one-offs: one, a convertible, based on a DB9, the other coupé using a DBS as its basis. Of course, the current line-up was also present in full.

Legends of Le Mans

The 1959 Le Mans win was without doubt the firm’s most important racing victory. But alongside the DBR1 that finished second that year was a host of other machines
which had a good go at La Sarthe, all packed into a special mini-exhibition. The ‘Project cars’ rubbed door handles with more modern Nimrods and DBR9s, while the ‘VEV’
DB4GT Zagatos added a touch of curvaceous beauty. Nearby, the 1967 Lola-Aston looked about as menacing as they come, wearing dark paint with minimal sponsor
interruption.

Shaken and stirred - the Bond cars
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Even though James Bond now has as many product placements as the QVC shopping channel, Aston owes a large part of its worldwide ‘gentlemen’s sports cars’ image to
007. The original Bond DB5 and V8 Vantage were obvious favourites, but Bond’s more recent company cars were also well-received, despite needing a ‘little TLC’. Some
didn’t quite understand the fuss behind the slain DBS though: “Dear, in what kind of world are we living where you present a horribly damaged car and people seem to
appreciate it,” one spouse asked her husband.
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